A compacti cation of the Chern{Weil theory for bundle maps developed in HL] is described.
For each section of the compacti cation P(C F ) ! X of a rank n complex vector bundle F ! X with connection, and for each Ad{invariant polynomial on gl n , there is an associated current formula generalizing that of HL] . Here Div 0 ( ) and Div 1 ( ) are integrally at currents supported on the zero and pole sets of , Res 0 ( ) and Res 1 ( ) are smooth residue forms which can be calculated in terms of the curvature F of F , T is a canonical transgression form with coe cients in L 1 loc (X), and ( 0 ) is an L 1 loc (X) form canonically de ned in terms of a singular connection naturally associated to .
This result holds for C 1 {meromorphic sections which are atomic. The notion of an atomic section of a vector bundle was rst introduced and studied in HS] . The formulae obtained include a generalization of the Poincar e{Lelong formula to C 1 { meromorphic sections of a bundle of arbitrary rank.
Introduction.
The main result of this paper is a generalization of the following version of the argument principle for smooth maps from a manifold into complex projective space.
The argument principle.
Let H be a copy of C P n?1 in complex projective space C P n , and let q be a point in C P n H = C n . Let X be a compact oriented real 2n{dimensional smooth manifold with boundary @X, and let f : X ! C P n be a smooth map. Suppose that f ?1 (q) = fz 1 ; :::; z N g and (for the sake of simplicity) that P = f ?1 (H) is a smooth oriented connected 2(n ? 1){ dimensional submanifold of X. Suppose that (f ?1 (q) P) \ @X = ?. Then
Mult(f; z i ) ? Deg(f P ) Mult(f; P) = Wind(f; @X):
Here Deg(f P ) is the degree of the mapping f : P ! H. Let : C n fqg ! S 2n?1 be radial projection. Then Mult(f; z i ) := Deg( f : @B(z i ) ! S 2n?1 ) where B(z i ) is a ball about z i not containing any other points of f ?1 (q) P. To de ne Mult(f; P) note that for each x 2 P f de nes a map from the normal plane N x P to N f(x) H. Then, for almost any x 2 P, Mult(f; P) is the degree of the induced map between circles. Finally the winding number, Wind(f; @X), of f around @X is de ned to be the sum of the degrees of the induced maps from the various connected components of @X to the unit sphere in C n = C P n H. This well known result is an immediate consequence of a C 1 generalization to arbitrary rank vector bundles of the Poincar e{Lelong equation of complex analysis, which is derived in this paper. The generalized Poincar e{Lelong equation is in turn a compacti cation of a Chern current formula derived by Harvey and Lawson in their beautiful paper \ A theory of characteristic currents associated with a singular connection", HL] (also see HL{A]). Their theory associates canonical current representatives of the characteristic classes of a vector bundle to sections of that bundle. In this paper we generalize their work by computing the currents associated to \C 1 {meromorphic" sections of a vector bundle. The analytic underpinning for HL] , and for the results described here, is given in detail in Harvey and Semmes' paper \Zero divisors of atomic functions", HS].
Let F ! X be a rank n complex vector bundle over an oriented manifold, and let be an Ad{invariant polynomial on gl(n; C ). For each choice of connection on F the Chern{Weil theory constructs a d{closed di erential form ( F ) on X, called the {Chern form, which represents the {Chern class of F and is de ned in terms of the curvature of the connection. Harvey and Lawson generalize this theory by associating to each su ciently well behaved smooth section of the vector bundle F with connection, a canonically de ned d{closed current ( F; ), called the {Chern current of , which also represents the {Chern class of F. This current can be expressed as the sum of an absolutely continuous part and a singular part which is supported on the zero set of the section . They also construct a canonically de ned transgression current T = T( ; ) satisfying the current equation ( F; ) ? ( F ) = dT on X:
The most interesting example is obtained by choosing the invariant polynomial to be the top Chern polynomial c n = ( i 2 ) n det. Then, if 0 is a regular value of , the Chern current c n ( F; ) is equal to the current Z] of integration over the zero set Z of , and we have the fundamental current equation Z] ? c n ( F ) = dT on X:
In this paper we study the {Chern currents associated to \meromorphic" sections of a complex vector bundle F. By a meromorphic section of F we mean a C 1 {section of the bundle P(C F) ! X of projective spaces which compacti es the bundle F ! X. The pole set of such a section is the subset P of X de ned by P := ?1 (P(C F) F). In analogy with Harvey and Lawson's work we associate to a canonically de ned current ( F; ) which also represents the {Chern class of F and whose singular support is contained in the union of the zero and pole sets of . On the complement of the pole set the meromorphic section de nes a smooth section of F and the current ( F; ) is equal to Harvey and Lawson's current ( F; ). The main aim of this paper is to study the current ( F; ) in a neighbourhood of the pole set P. For instance, in the special case that the zero and pole sets of do not intersect the critical set of the section , the c n {Chern current of is of the form c n ( F; ) = Z] ? Res This equation is a special case of a current equation which generalizes the Poincar e{Lelong formula of complex analysis. Note that the classical Poincar e{Lelong formula only holds for meromorphic sections of holomorphic line bundles, whereas the generalizations described in this paper hold for C 1 {meromorphic sections of smooth complex vector bundles of arbitrary rank.
Choosing F to be the the trivial bundle corresponds to the study of maps f : X ! C P n .
Suppose that f satis es the conditions given in the statement of the argument principle above. Then we have the current equation
where Vol is the volume form on H in the Fubini{Study metric. The argument principle is obtained by letting the terms in this equation act on the test function X] on X.
We begin by describing Harvey and Lawson's construction of the Chern currents associated to a bundle map. Let E and F be complex vector bundles of ranks 1 and n de ned over a smooth oriented manifold X. Endow E and F with connections D E and D F , and choose hermitian metrics on E and F. Let E ! F be a smooth bundle map, and let Z = fx 2 X : x 0g be the zero set of . Note that when E is the trivial bundle C a bundle map de nes a section of F by (1) above because it arises naturally from a geometric construction to be described below.
In order that the Chern current (( ? ! D 0 )) exist it is necessary to impose some conditions on the behaviour of the map near its zero set. To that end Harvey and Semmes de ned the notion of an atomic bundle map and de ned the zero divisor, Div 0 ( ), of such a map. The zero divisor is an integrally at current supported on the zero set of which encodes the multiplicity of vanishing of . Atomicity is a weak condition which ensures the existence of a zero divisor. The class of atomic sections includes those smooth sections which vanish algebraically on sets of the proper codimension. In particular real analytic sections whose zero sets are not too big are atomic. 
Let Hom(E; F) ! X denote the vector bundle of all bundle maps from E to F. This bundle can be compacti ed in the vertical directions by embedding it in the bundle of projective spaces P(E F) ! X. This embedding is de ned by sending a bundle map to its graph. Recall that P(E F) = Hom(E; F)tP (F) . Each section of P(E F) ! X induces a bundle map E ! F de ned over the complement of the pole set P := ?1 (P(F)) of in X. We can apply the work of Harvey and Lawson described above to the induced map over X P to construct the family ( ? ! D s ; F) over X P and compute the Chern current at time zero on X P. The Div 1 ( ), of is an integrally at current supported on the pole set P of and the residue form at in nity, Res ( ? ! D 1 ), is a d{closed smooth form on P(F) whose cohomology class can be computed in terms of the Chern classes of the bundles E; F and of the tautological bundle L over P (F) . Further properties of the residue form at in nity will be discussed in the body of the paper.
In addition the smooth transgression forms T r;s , which satisfy the transgression formula ( ? ! D r ) ? ( ? ! D s ) = dT r;s for 0 < s < r < 1 on X P, extend smoothly to all of X. As r ! 1 and s ! 0 the transgression forms T r;s converge in L 1 loc (X) to the L 1 loc transgression current T and the current equation
is the limiting form of the smooth transgression formula.
The main ideas used to prove that the smooth Chern and transgression forms, ( ? ! D s ) and T r;s for 0 < s < r < 1, on X P extend smoothly to all of X can be outlined as follows. Let E; F be the pullbacks to P(E F) of E; F, and let U E F be the tautological line bundle over P(E F). We begin by constructing a certain family of smooth connections D Q;s for 0 < s < 1 on the pullback to X via of the quotient bundle Q = E F/U over P(E F). Then we show that the family ( ? ! D s ; F) is gauge equivalent to the family (D Q;s ; (Q)) over the subset X P of X. That is, the family ( ? ! D s ; F), which is only de ned over X P, is compacti ed by the family (D Q;s ; (Q)), de ned over all of X.
Consequently the Chern and transgression forms of the family ( ? ! D s ; F) over X P extend smoothly to all of X as the Chern and transgression forms of the family (D Q;s ; (Q)) over X. In addition we will show that as s ! 1 the family D Q;s converges smoothly over the complement of the pole set P of to a connection D Q;1 de ned on (Q) over X P.
Similarly, as the parameter s ! 0 the family D Q;s converges smoothly over the complement of the zero set Z of in X to a connection D Q;0 de ned on (Q) over X Z. This last fact implies that the Chern current at time zero on X associated with an atomic section of P(E F) ! X has exactly the same form as it did in the case of a bundle map .
Note that many of the results concerning the smooth forms ( ? ! D s ) induced by on X were already well understood by Harvey and Lawson (see HL I.8, 9] ). We conclude this introduction with some additional comments. case. Let E = C and F = C n be the trivial rank 1 and n bundles over X = P(C C n ), endowed with the trivial connection d. Let 0 denote the distinguished point C 0 2 P(C C n ) and let P(C n ) be the hyperplane at in nity in P(C C n ). The identity section of P(C C n ) ! P(C C n ) is atomic with Div The second special case is that of a section of the compacti cation P(C F) ! X of a holomorphic vector bundle F ! X. It seems more natural to compute Chern currents of a section of the compacti ed bundle P(C F), rather than those of a meromorphic section of the bundle F ! X. Note that when the base manifold X is a Riemann surface the concepts of a meromorphic section of F ! X and a holomorphic section of P(C F) coincide.
There are analogues of these results in the real case (see HL IV] and Z2]) and in the case of C 1 {meromorphic maps between quaternionic line bundles (see HL V] and Section 6).
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1. Divisors of atomic sections of a compacti ed bundle.
Let E and F be hermitian bundles of ranks 1 and n over an oriented manifold X. In this section we apply the work of Harvey and Semmes HS] to de ne the notion of an atomic section of the compacti cation P(E F) ! X of the bundle Hom(E; F) ! X, de ne the zero and pole divisors of such a section and give some geometric conditions which ensure that a section is atomic. Harvey and Semmes make the following de nition.
De nition 1.1. HS De nition 1.4. Let V be a smooth oriented real vector bundle of rank m over a smooth oriented manifold X. Let f : M ! V be atomic with respect to X and let y be any positively oriented local bre coordinate on V . The divisor of f with respect to X, denoted Div X (f), is de ned by the current equation
Note. The divisor Div X (f) is a degree m current supported on the subset f ?1 (X) of M. Remark 1.5. Note that the divisor of f with respect to X is simply the divisor of the section e f of V ! M. Therefore we can apply Theorem 2.11 of HS] to show that the divisor of a mapping which is atomic with respect to X is well de ned independent of choice of positively oriented local bre coordinate on V .
Let P(E F) ! X denote the bundle of projective spaces whose bre over a point x 2 X is the set of all one dimensional complex subspaces of E x F x . The ideas presented above can be applied to a section of the compacti ed bundle P(E F) ! X as follows. First we recall some of the basic structure of the bundle P(E F) ! X. The natural embedding Hom(E; F) , ! P(E F)
; where Graph( x ) = f v; x (v)] 2 P(E x F x ) = v 2 E x f0g g, provides a compacti cation of the bundle Hom(E; F) ! X in the vertical directions. The total space of the projectivized bundle P(F) ! X can be regarded as a complex{codimension 1 submanifold of P(E F) by the inclusion
Note that P(E F) = Hom(E; F) t P (F) . Also recall that X embeds in P(E F) as the image of the zero section of Hom(E; F) P(E F) and that the projection
has the natural structure of a complex line bundle. Finally, let Z = ?1 (X) denote the zero set and P = ?1 (P(F)) the pole set of a section of P(E F) ! X. Note that Z \ P = ?. De nition 1.8. A smooth section : X ! P(E F) is called atomic if the following two conditions hold.
(1) The induced section : X P ! Hom(E; F) is atomic.
(2) The induced mapping : X Z ! P(E F) X is atomic with respect to P(F). Thanks to HS 1.2 ] the zero and pole sets of an atomic section of the bundle P(E F) ! X have Lebesgue measure zero.
De nition 1.9. Let be an atomic section of the bundle P(E F) ! X. Then (1) The zero divisor of , denoted Div 0 ( ), is de ned to be the extension from X P to all of X of the divisor of the induced section : X P ! Hom(E; F). (2) The pole divisor of , denoted Div 1 ( ), is de ned to be the extension from X Z to all of X of the divisor with respect to P(F) of the induced section : X Z ! P(E F) X. Note that the zero (resp. pole) divisor of an atomic section of P(E F) ! X is a codimension (or degree) 2n (resp. 2) d{closed at current on X. Remark 1.10. Harvey and Semmes prove that a large class of smooth sections of P(E F) ! X are atomic. More speci cally, those sections of P(E F) ! X which approach their zero and pole sets algebraically and whose zero and pole sets are not too big in the sense of Minkowski are atomic. In addition they show that the zero and pole divisors have some very beautiful structure. The reader is encouraged to consult HS] for more information.
The induced singular connections and their smooth approximations.
We begin this section by recalling the de nition of the singular pushforward and pullback connections and their smooth approximating families. Then we de ne the Chern currents at time zero and time in nity and review Harvey and Lawson's results concerning the Chern current at time zero. Next we present the main result of this section, proving that the smooth approximating Chern and transgression forms de ned by Harvey and Lawson on the complement of the pole set of a section of P(E F) ! X have a natural extension to all of X. Finally we derive a formula for the smooth approximating transgression form in a local homogeneous coordinate system on P(E F). This formula will be useful in Section 3 where we address the problem of computing the Chern current at time in nity. Following HL] the connection D E on E can be pushed forward via a section of P(E F) ! X to a singular connection ? ! D de ned on F over X (Z P) as follows. De nition 2.3. Let E ! F over X P be the bundle map induced from a section of P(E F) ! X by the inclusion (1.6). The singular pushforward connection associated with is the smooth connection ? ! D on F over X (Z P) de ned by ?
where F ! E is the bundle map over X (Z P) given by orthogonal projection of F onto the subbundle Im followed by the inverse of the map E ! Im F.
Similarly the connection D F on F can be pulled back by to a connection ?
D on E over X (Z P).
De nition 2.4. The singular pullback connection associated with is the smooth connection ?
D on E over X (Z P) de ned by
Note. Let Note that ?
To simplify the discussion we will restrict our attention to the pushforward case. The discussion in the pullback case proceeds along similar lines. We will show that for 0 < s < 1 the Chern forms ( ? ! D s ) and the corresponding transgression forms T r;s de ned initially over X P extend across the pole set P to smooth forms on all of X. Suppose now that is an atomic section of P(E F) ! X. The main aim of this paper is to show that the Chern current at time zero, Note. Analogous results hold in the pullback case (see HL III.8] Remark 2.13. The universal case. Let E = p E and F = p F be the pullbacks of E and F to P(E F) via the projection map p : P(E F) ! X, and let D E and D F be the pullbacks to E and F of the connections D E and D F . The induced bundle P(E F) ! P(E F) has a tautological or universal section which sends a line l 2 P(E F) to itself. The section is atomic with zero divisor Div 0 ( ) = X] and pole divisor Div 1 ( ) = P(F)]. For any section of p : P(E F) ! X we have E = E and F = F as bundles with connections, and ( ) = . So to prove results of a smooth nature on or over X which involve a section it often su ces to prove them on or over P(E F) for the universal section and then pullback the result to X via .
De nition 2.14. Let The corresponding result in the pushforward case can be described as follows. Let G n (F E ) denote the Grassmannian of n-planes in F E , and let U n be the tautological rank n bundle over G n (F E ) . Recall that there is a natural bundle isomorphism
de ned by sending a line to its annihilator, and that the pullback ' (U n ) to P(E F) of the tautological bundle over G n (F E ) is the dual Q of the quotient bundle Q = E F/U. Let D U n ;s denote the connection de ned on U n ! G n (F E ) as in (2.19). De nition 2.21. The family of connections D Q;s on Q over P(E F) is de ned to be the family dual to the family of connections induced on ' (U n ) by the family D U n ;s on U n over G n (F E ? e (f ) = f (f) ? e (f )(e) = (f ? (e))(f ) and so
Finally it is easy to check that ?1 (f) = 0; f] = (f).
Note. (1) Over P(E F) X the smooth family of subbundles U s E F for 0 < s < 1 extends smoothly to s = 0 where U 0 = L is the pullback to P(E F) X of the universal bundle L ! P(F) via the natural map : P(E F) X ! P(F) de ned by (1.7).
(2) Over Hom(E; F) P(E F) the smooth family of subbundles U s E F for 0 < s < 1 extends smoothly to s = 1 where U 1 = E.
Note. (1) The bundle U 0 on P(E F) X does not extend smoothly across X. (2) Even though the bundle U 1 = E on Hom(E; F) extends smoothly across P(F) the smooth family U s over Hom(E; F) for 0 < s 1 does not extend smoothly across P(F). Corollary 2.25. (1) The families (D U;s ; U) and (D Q;s ; Q) extend smoothly to s = 0 over P(E F) X.
(2) The families (D U;s ; U) and (D Q;s ; Q) extend smoothly to s = 1 over P(E F) P (F) .
Combining this corollary with Theorem 2.12 we have Theorem 2.26. HL I.9.12, III.7.6] Let be an atomic section of P(E F) ! X. D 1 ) ) on all of X. In order to do this we need to nd a local formula for the transgression form T r;s associated to a section of P(E F) ! X. To describe this we work universally in a local homogeneous coordinate on P(E F) and pullback the resulting local formula to X via .
Harvey and Lawson derived the following local formula for the transgression form T r;s .
Let : E ! F be the tautological homomorphism over Hom(E; F). Let e; f be local frames for E; F and de ne a local bre variable u = (u 1 ; :::; u n ) on Hom(E; F) by e = uf. Let We work locally in the pullback via of the various charts on P(E F). Let t; u] be a local coordinate expression for , de ned with respect to a local frame e; f for E F by = te; uf]. Recall that the coordinate expressions for the transgression form T r;s in the charts ?1 (H) = ft 6 = 0g and ?1 (U j ) = fu j 6 = 0g for j 2 f1; : : :; ng are given by setting t = 1 and u j = 1 for j 2 f1; : : :; ng respectively in (2.33). Also note that since is atomic the local functions t on ?1 (U j ) and u on ?1 (H) are atomic. Using the atomicity of u Harvey and Lawson HL III.2.8] have shown that T r;s converges to T 1;0 in L 1 loc ( ?1 (H)). Consulting (2.33) we see that in each of the charts ?1 (U j ) the transgression T r;s is a polynomial in r and s with coe cients which are either smooth forms on ?1 (U j ) or products of a smooth form on ?1 (U j ) with the L 1 loc ( ?1 (U j )) form exists and is at on X Z, and hence on all of X by Corollary 2.25(2). Finally by (2.8) the di erence S := (( ? ! D 1 )) ? (D F ) is a at current supported on P.
The current S is called the singular part of the Chern current, and has several nice properties which we now describe. First we de ne the residue form at in nity, Res ( ? ! D 1 ). We work universally on P(E F). Set R := P(E F) X. Choose a hermitian metric on the line bundle : R ! P(F) and let : S (R) ! P(F) denote the {circle bundle in R. Note that the restriction of the transgression current T 1;0 to S (R) is a smooth form.
Finally suppose that the invariant polynomial has pure degree m.
De nition 3.5. The residue form at in nity is the smooth 2(m ? 1){form on P (F) 
Residues at in nity.
In this section we aim to compute the residue form at in nity, Res ( ? ! D 1 ), on the projective bundle P (F) Here c j (V ) denotes the jth Chern class of the bundle V . Actually for any given invariant polynomial it is also possible to explicitly calculate the form S in a local homogeneous coordinate system on P(F). In particular we will prove that S c m 1 and S c 2 are both zero.
However this behaviour is far from typical as is suggested by the example of S c 3 which is not even a closed form on P (F) . The Proof. Recall HL III.7.6 ] that the residue form on X is given by the bre integral
Res ( ? ! D 1 ):
The next result will be used to calculate the residue class at in nity. It is proved by combining the analogue of Theorem 4.1 in the pullback case with equation (3.17). In particular
We are now in a position to calculate the residue class Res ( ? ! D 1 )] for an arbitrary invariant polynomial . Recall that any gl(n; C ) invariant polynomial can be expressed as a polynomial in c 1 ; : : : ; c n and that the residue of a sum of polynomials is the sum of the residues. Consequently to compute the residue for a general it su ces to compute it for the polynomials 
and so
So to prove (4.19) and ( We will discuss the proof of (4.21) at the end.
To prove that (S b 2 ) = 0 we use equation (4.24) In this section we examine the relationship between the connections D U;s and D Q;s and the families of approximating pullback and pushforward connections induced on U and Q by certain naturally de ned bundle maps whose Chern currents were rst studied by Levine L] . Levine's construction was subsequently examined by Gillet and Soule GS] and by Harvey and Lawson HL II.10] . Our main result is that in the pullback case the Chern current c m 1 (( ? D ;1 )) at time in nity of the tautological homomorphism is equal to the Chern current c m 1 (( ? D ;0 )) at time zero of the natural projection : U ! E over P(E F).
Note that the zero set of the map is the pole set of . We also investigate the extent to which the pushforward analogue of this result holds. The discussion splits into four cases corresponding to the families of connections D U;r and D Q;r at times r = 0 and r = 1. We assume that rank E = 1 unless otherwise stated.
Pullback at zero.
Let : E F ! F and consider the blow up
Recall that the projection p : b P(E F) ! P(E F) onto the rst factor is a di eomorphism over P(E F) X and that p ?1 (X) = P(F) 0 is a copy of P(F) over spatial zero. Let U and L be the pullbacks of the tautological line bundles U ! P(E F) and L ! P (F) Having noted the relationship between the pullback families of connections arising from Levine's construction and the family D U;r we search for natural bundle maps whose families of pushforward connections are related to the family D Q;r on Q.
Pushforward at zero.
Let : E ! Q be the atomic bundle map over P(E Pushforward at in nity.
In analogy with the previous three cases we consider the map : L ! Q over b P (E F) given by L , ! F ?! Q. Since L = U on P(F) vanishes on the codimension 2 submanifold P(F) and so is not atomic unless rank F = 1. Furthermore ? ! D ;s 6 = D Q;r unless rank F = 1. Locally however is of the form (t; 0; :::; 0) where t is an atomic C {valued function and so there is still some hope that the Chern current (( ? ! D ;0 )) of the degenerately vanishing map exists. 
) and is a degree 3 L 1 loc form on P(F) 1 . Therefore the Chern current c 3 (( ? ! D ;0 )) will still exist though it is impossible to predict the precise form of its singular part without much calculation! Proof of Proposition 5.13. Simplifying HL III.2.3] 6. Meromorphic quaternionic line bundle homomorphisms.
The theory of Chern currents associated with endomorphisms of smooth quaternionic line bundle maps has strong analogies with that of maps between complex line bundles (see HL II,V] ). In this section we study the Chern currents associated with meromorphic maps between quaternionic line bundles. As we shall see the analytic aspects of this case are much more delicate than in the complex case. De nition 6.1. A meromorphic quaternion{linear bundle map from E to F is a map which can be expressed in each pair of local frames e for E and f for F as The only di culty in proving the quaternionic analogues of the results described above is to show that the divisor Div( ) is a well de ned global current on X. We will discuss this problem in more generality later, but rst we restrict our attention to a simple class of atomic meromorphic quaternionic maps from E to F for which it is easy to show that the divisor is well de ned. This class consists of all maps for which the union Z of the zero sets of all the local functions a de ned by (6.2) is disjoint from the union P of the zero sets of the local functions b. If this is the case we say that is a determined meromorphic map and call Z and P the zero and pole sets of . Note that this class of meromorphic maps includes all those maps which can be de ned by a section of the bundle P H (E F) ! X of quaternionic projective spaces. Remark 6.7. Suppose that is a section of the bundle P H (E F) of quaternionic projective spaces and let E ! F be the bundle homomorphism induced by over X P. Just as in the complex case the pullback family of connections on E de ned by ?
D s := D E + s D using the algebraic approximation mode (t) = t 1+t is compacti ed by the family of connections (D U;s ) on the pullback (U) of the tautological quaternionic line bundle U ! P H (E F). Proof of Lemma 6.8. Note. In contrast to this note that if a : X ! H is atomic then a n is atomic and Div(a n ) = n Div(a) on X.
We conclude this section with an example of a pair of polynomial functions a and b which do not satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6.8 or Proposition 6.12. Nevertheless we can compute directly that Div(ab) = Div(a) + Div(b). One obvious way to try to prove that Div(ab) = Div(a) + Div(b) for any pair of atomic functions a and b for which ab is also atomic would be to nd a natural current extension e to all of X of the smooth form on X (A B) and to show that d e = (ab) ? (a) ? (b) . The example below shows that we cannot hope to extend to an L 1 loc form on all of X. We have not been able to nd a natural current extension of . Neither have we been able to nd a pair of functions a; b for which Div(ab) 6 = Div(a) + Div(b).
